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Abstract: Collaborative learning is an idea-centered pedagogy that plays a vital role in curriculum recommendations for many disciplines. Asynchronous threaded online discussions is a popular tool to facilitate collaborative learning. A common problem when utilizing this popular tool for collaborative learning purposes is conversational overload, which underscores students’, especially those with pressing work and home obligations, feelings of being overwhelmed by a large number of messages. To cope with conversational overload, students sometimes resort to conversational overload coping strategies, such as paying less attention to some messages, scanning for points in a discussion where they can most easily contribute, and producing simpler or erroneous responses. Inevitably, these conversational overload coping strategies can have deleterious effects on successful collaborative learning. This design science research reports on the construction and preliminary evaluation of a recommendation functionality integrated into an asynchronous threaded online discussion system. Drawing on Clark's communication theory, the proposed recommendation functionality aims to reduce the amount of students’ conversational overload coping strategies to help them reap the benefits of collaboration. The investigation centers on two sections of an online human-computer interaction course. Preliminary results show that the proposed recommendation functionality had high predictive accuracy and perceived usefulness. Moreover, the proposed recommendation functionality decreased students’ conversational overload coping strategies in collaborative learning. Theoretical and practical implications will be discussed.
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